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Editorial inkshedding
Thanks to the Constitutional Committee's April 30 deadline for voting on the proposed
constitution, we were given a wonderful excuse to delay publication of this issue. And we needed it.
T.S. Eliot may not have had student papers, 4 C's proposal deadlines, or endless committee meetings
in mind, but he got one thing right: April is the cruellest month However, we think readers will find
that the wait was worth it: this issue of inkshed is particularly rich and varied. We have news and
announcements, a prelurunary Inkshed 10 conference schedule, continued conversations, and a
number of intriguing submissions from old and new contributors. First, the news:

CC at CCCC
At this year's Canadian Caucus session at the Conference on College Composition and
Communication, a number of decisions were taken concerning next year's Canadian contribution to
CCCC. We were forced to a d quickly, since the deadline for proposals was April 26 (subsequently
extended to May 7 for Canadians because of late mailing of the CCCC Call for Papers). As a result,
we were not able to use Inkshed to publicize the Call.
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First, we decided to make better use of the caucus time by focussing on an issue of particular
interest to Canadians. As a Special Interest Group, the Canadian Caucus is (almost) guaranteed a
spot on the program. Anthony agreed to propose a caucus session on "Writing Programs in
Canada." If you would be willing to make a 7-10 minute presentation on writing at your institution,
send him a brief (100-200 words) description. The proposal will go in without names (thereby not
jeopardizing your individual or panel presentation proposal), but names will eventually be
forwarded and, we expect, induded in the Conference booklet. Deadline for this is June30.
Second, Cathy Sdvyer agreed to compile a Canadian Caucussponsored session. Although no
such sessions were present on this year's program, they have commonly been induded. We all
agreed to spread the word, and Cathy has put together a proposaL

lnkshed Constitution
Early this year, the Inkshed Constitution Committee mailed a draft version of a constitution
and a ballot to everyone on the lnkshed mailing list. At the April 30 deadline, 55 ballots had been
returned, with this result: 54 in favour of ratifying the constifution, 1 against. This remarkably
unCanadian response to a constitutional issue is a tribute to the Committee members: Sandy
Baardman, Ann Beer, Susan Drain, Jacqueline Howse, Barbara Powell, Jim Reither, Wendy Strachan,
Stan Straw, and Alayne SuUivan Along with many ballots came praise and congratulations for the
Committee's work, as well as a variety of suggestions for revision (why ai-e we not surprised?). We
will discuss the constitution at Inkshed 10. Hope to see you there.

lnkshed E-mail
Russ Hunt is compiling an Inkshedders' e-mail directory. If you have an e-mail address, send
it to Russ at hunt@unb.ca and he will add you to the directory. Many Inkshed submissions arrive by
e-mail now, and that makes it considerably easier for us.
1
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Call for Papers
Anthony will be the guest editor of an issue of English Quarterly next year. The theme of the issue
will be "Teaching Writing," and Inkshedders are encouraged to submit manuscripts. English
Quarterly is the journal of the Canadian Council of Teachers of English and Language Arts; its
primary readership is secondary school teachers, but it is also read by postsecondary and
elementary teachers. Deadline for submissions is September 1.Send them to:

English Quarterly
c/o Anthony Par&
3700 McTavish Street
Montreal, Que.
H3A 1Y2

Last Call
When we went to press, Jamie MacKinnon reported that there were 32 people registered for
Inkshed 10, so there's room for more. Call him during the day at (613) 782-7124 or in the evening
at (613) 744-0814.

Anthony Par6
Donna Lee Smith
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Voice in Writing
Where does the voice come from?
Introduction

As a poet and a teacher I am constantly reminded that I do not control language because language
is untameable. So often (most of the time? all of the time?) I am only partially successful in using
words to understand and make sense and communicate. Still I continue to try; I never cease trying.
One of my recurring concerns is the issue of voice in writing. I have advised my students in both
high school and university classes: Write in your own voices, your personal, authentic, sincere
voices. But I am not at all s m that I b o w what I mean by "voice." In reading and writing I am
aware of "voice," but where does the "voice" come from?

My views about composition have been formatively influenced by Peter Elbow. I appreciate
not only Elbow's perceptive observations about composition, but also the self-reflexive way that he
examines writing. Elbow delines voice as "juice": "The metaphor comes to me again and again, I
suppose, because I'm trying to get at something mysterious and hard to define. 'Juice' combines the
qualities of magic potion, mother's milk, and electricity." Still, Elbow admits, "Sometimes I fear I will
never be clear about what I mean by voice" (286).And I think Elbow is right. He will probably never
be clear about what voice is. But perhaps he shouldn't be so concerned with being clear.

J

When I read Peter Elbow's views on voice, I feel as if I've stopped at a four-way stop
intersection where three other vehicles (all driven by Peter Elbow) have stopped just before me and
indicate no sign of proceeding. For Elbow the central characteristic of voice is that "the words
somehow issue from the writef s center - even if in a slippery way - produce resonance which
gets the words more powerfully to a reader's center" (298, my emphasis). In Elbow's explanation
voice is manifested in the interaction of the writer and the reader and the text.

The Writer and Voice
For a long time I conceived my writing as the transcription of an inner voice that I needed to
listen to attentively. As a writer I operated with the notion that I first needed to engage in dialogue
with my inner voice, and then record on paper the product of that dialogue. When the words failed
to flow, as frequently happened, I chastised myself for not having spent enough time in dialogue
with my inner voice, or for not listening attentively enough. I was convinced that my writing ought
to be the spontaneous, natural revelation of my autonomous and ori@ voice. I regarded myself as
a well of sparkling water that needed to be drawn out. I was frequently nonplussed to find that the
well was apparently often dry.
Only in the last few years have I begun to question the notion of writing as the expression of a
personal voice. I amnow convinced that I do not have a personal voice that is mine U e a unique and
inimitable fingerprint. Instead, any personal voice in writing is rhetoriqlly inscribed and, at most,
suggests a hint of the writer or one pose like a photograph. While the concept of voice suggests selfpresence, it more accurately represents a stance, an entrance, a position of self-presence.
As a writer I am not using language to disclose my essential self. Instead, I am using language
to explore possibilities of meaning and to constitute understanding and knowledge. As a writer I am
actively involved in experimenting with different voices, in weaving my voices among the
numerous voices of others, in composing a world where my voices can be heard and have an
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impact. As Henri Lefebvre contends, "human beings are their own selkreations: they ueate
themselves" (87). In a similar way Joseph Harris suggests that "we are what our languages make of
us and what we can make of our languages" (169). As part of that ongoing self-creation I adopt and
construct a range of voices for use in a multipliaty of public and private spheres. I leam to use the
voices of discourse communities. I leam to enunciate my relations to the world in terms of the
demands and strictures of those discourse communities. What is learned much less readily is how I
can iduence subversively and constructively the processes of discursive positioning. As an active
subject I do not have to accept mutely the positions insaibed by conventional practice. I do not have
to write in the voices prescribed by particular discursive formations.
For example, my writing does not have to be spontaneous, authentic, simple, direct, clear,
sincere, original, or honest, all qualities constituted and propagated and valorized in numerous
textbooks about teaching writing. I can question conventional writing practices which are too
seldom questioned.
I am encouraged by Michael Bakhtin's contention that writing is "a living mix of varied and
opposing voices. . . developing and renewing itself" (49). He argues that "verbal discowse is a social
phenomenon - social throughout its entire range and in each and every of its factors" (259).
Bakhtin's understanding of language use as integrally and inextricably related to soaal discourse
suggests that every writer is part of a community, a partiapant in a chorus of voices, drawing on the
resources of the community in order to perform that which is both new and not-new, thereby
replenishing the resources of the community.

To understand writing as intertextual weaving is to expose the myth of the lone writer
starving in a n upper story gamt as she or he struggles to forge a unique vision and voice. More
productive is the conception of writers engaging in a common enterprise, borrowing from the vast
library of Text, guided by the conventions and expectations of the discourse communities in which
they participate, pushing against and m o w i n g those conventions and expectations. Writing is far
more complicated than the transcription of an inner voice or the expression of a core self in a unique
voice.

The Reader.and Voice
Echoing Bakhtin, Roland Barthes opposes the notion of the author as the o r i p of a text, and
describes a text as a weaving or braid of codes or voices of discourse communities:
The grouping of codes, as they enter into the work, into the movement of the reading,
constitute a braid (text, fabric, braid: the same ding); each thread, each code, is a voice; these
braided-or-braiding-voicesform the writing. (SE, 160)
Barthes's object is to diminish the conception of the writer as an autonomous individual or
creative genius who forges a new path in words. According to Barthes, language is universally
pervasive like the atmosphere into which humans are born: "Our avilization . . . is a avilization of
words" (Grain 31), and "everything is language, nothing escapes language, all of society is
permeated by language" (Grain 153). Out of this conviction Barthes reconceptualizes the reading/
writing comection He highlights the reader's role in the production of plural responses to a text.
The reader is not a consumer, but a producer (SE,46).Barthes objects to the common reading
practice which assumes that an author's voice can be discerned in her or his writing (Rustle, 50). He
argues instead that what we hear is the voice which "the reader lends, by proxy, to the discourse: the
discourse is speaking according to the reader's interests" (SE, 151). Barthes objects to the author
"making his person the subject, the impulse, the origin, the authority, the Father, whence his work
lnkshed 11.4. May 1993
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would proceed, by a channel of expression" ( SE,211). I agree with Barthes. Once a text enters the
arena of discourse, the author becomes one more reader. The author does not hold a n exclusive
priviIege of understanding. She or he does not possess a touchstone by which all readings/writings
can be judged and evaluated. The text becomes a site of language where readers can revel in the
explosion and dissemination of plural interpretations.
But is the author only "a public scribe, a notary institutionally responsible" for registering the
reader's dictation as she or he responds to the text out of the operative codes (SB,152)? Doesn't the
author retain an originary investment in the text in the sense that the text as a discursive site has been
initiated and constructed by the author? While the author has struggled to weave the voices, the
codes of culture,while the author has been enmeshed in the network of textuality, trapped in the
web of voices, hasn't she or he also acted upon that network and produced that which is both old
and new? And like all readers does she or he not continue to be engaged in the production of
reading?

I especially like Maurice Blanchot's summary of the relationship between the author and the
reader:
Author and reader are equals with respect to the work and in it. Both are unique.
Neither has any existence except through this work and based upon it. . . . The reader is no
less "unique" than the author. For he as well is the one who, each time, speaks the poem as if
afresh,not as an echo of the already spoken and already understood. (Space, 227)
There can be no hierarchical relationship between the author and the reader since both author
and reader are subjects in language. To read a text is to enter a power struggle, a wrestling contest
between author and reader carried out in the arena of the text. And paradoxically it is the resistant
reader (one who resists the author's text, who refutes, negates, criticizes the text, in turn produdng a
text of her or his own) who has the least difficulty entering the text. Moreover, the most productive
resistant reader is the reader who not only resists the author's text but also resists her or his own
texts as they are produced. The resistant reader operates with the assumption that both the reader
and the author are constructing "truth." They are pilgrims in a meaningmaking experience.

The Text and Voice
While not ignoring the roles of writer and reader, Seymour Chatman concentrates on voice as
a textual device. He questions how the illusion of presence is achieved in the interaction with a text:
By what convention does a spectator or reader accept the idea dat it is "as if" he were
personally on the scene, though he comes to it by sitting in a chair in a theater or by turning
pages and reading words? (147)
This h i o n of presence, suggests Chatman, is produced by the concept of the narrator's voice (147).
Chatman argues that voice is always an element of discourse, a rhetorical device or effect, a textual
stance (I%), the way as differentiated from the what or story or narrative (9).
When my poetry is read by acquaintances, a typical reaction is: Oh, I can't believe that you
acted (or spoke or thought) that way. The voice in the poem and the person that the reader construes
as the speaker are too readily equated with the writer. Readers phenomenalize the voice of the text
as the author's voice. Needed is a more comprehensive understanding of the relationship between
the empirical world and the world of the poem, between the poet as a person in society and the poet
as a voice in her or his poetry. Readers need to be aware that the voice in writing is a figure or
rhetorical device M e d in language and that as readers they phenomenalize and incarnate the
voice in their meaning-making response.
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As Walter Ong suggests, "writer and reader are distanced from one another by a thousand
conventions, and tied to one another by them too, at a distance" ("Mimesis" 30). The productive
reader is both wary and graaous, on the one hand, conscious that she or he labours in the reading to
help constitute the textual voice with personality and character and bones and flesh, and, on the
other hand, cautious to avoid equating the incarnated voice with the author who is always less than
and more than any paper person.

Listening t o Voice(s) While Writing a Poem
In order to illustrate some of the thoughts discussed in this essay, I wrote a poem, "A Wise
Man Bearing Gifts," and as I wrote the poem I kept a record of the process of writing. In other words,
I listened to the voice(s) that I was conversing with during the writing of the poem. In this selfreflexive process I was reminded and convinced that voice in writing is not polite chitchat about the
weather at a cocktail party, but a boisterous, even wild, conversation full of conflict and compromise
and communion, a convening, a celebra+g. Here is the poem I wrote:

A Wise Man Bearing Giffs
Christmas Eve
Uncle Cam
(the seventh son of a seventh son
claimed he was blessed
with magical power
to spirit away warts
though I'd never seen him do it)
drunk (often, too often
drunk, my mother said)
stood in the doorway
his face round and red
l i e a Macintosh apple
bore a small box
with a big mauve bow
said, For Skipper
(a bottle of Avon
aftershave shaped
like a horse's head)
said, Skipper, I brought you
the 'arse's 'ead,
you're a good friend
(spit in a stutter)
but1 kept
the 'arse's arse for myself

As I wrote "A Wise Man Bearing Gifts" 1recorded
the following reactions and reflections on voice:

Sitting in the HUB hkll. Eating a pasta salad and a
wild cherry muqn from Incredible Edibles. Having trouble
m'ting. My problem is simple. I'm feeling sony for myself:
Another publisher's rejection. A bunch of personal issues I'm
sure nobody wants to hear abouf.All getting in the way.
But part of the fun of m'ting is uniting through the
hard times, learning to ignore the voices of complaint and selfpity, of rejection, of harping attack on confidence, learning to
write through the m'ces,06in, around, in spite of, under,
over, into, out of, beside the voices.
I set myself a task and I write. The process is
workmanlike with commitment, resolve, objective. In effect 1
am voicing a commitment to pt words on piper, to pro&e an
arena where voice(s)can perform and be performed.

A memory. Vivid and sensual. Seen and heard. Years
later. Uncle I e m n m dead. A cantnnkerm, selfdestructive
man. A comical man, too.
I m'tefreely,filling up a page with words, lots of words,
pushing the pen, pausing only to pushfaster and harder.

Christmas Eve
Uncle Cam
(the seventh son of a seventh son)
spirited away a lot of warts

Then I chop the words, cutting more and more.
Surprising myselfwith the relentless cutting. I want the poem
lean. With only half the words I started with, I still cut
more words.

Later. I type the words. Unhappy with the length of
the lines. More cutting. Shorter lines. A leaner look.
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I am caught up with the voices of technique: What is the effect of cutting words, making the poem
lean? What is the effect of parenthetical expressions, gaps, lineation, stanzaic structure? How do they
contn'bufe to voice? Does the stanzaic structure slow down the reading and help produce a reading
expm'ence that is like watching a slide show with stops and starts, with clearly framed pictures? Do
parenthetical expressions slow down the reading? Do they add a whimsical, editorial, detached voice?
How would a reader perform this poem orally? There is the narrator's voice. What is it like? Skeptical,
informed, acutely aware of a dramatic moment, priggish, cool and distant, amused, a little moralistic?
There is Uncle Cam's voice and the mother's voice. What are they like? What is the effect of repeating
"said" three times? What is the efiect of repeating thefirst lines at the end? What is the effect of minimal
puncfuation? How can I indicate the uniquely Newfoundland dialect in written language? The humour
of the poem depends on the dialectal practice of dropped "h's." In an early draft I wrote: "I brought ye the
'arse's 'ead, Skipper, because you're/a gudefnnd, but I kep da 'arse's arse for meself." But the effort to
intensib the effect of the dialect by chanpng the spelling of a lot of words achully diminishes the impact
of the most significant phrases about the parts of the horse. So, I concent~ateon the important phrases
instead of tying to imitate on paper the complicated dialect of a Newfoundland speaker. What is tlz effect
of the title with its intertextual connection to the biblicnl Magi? How does the folk wisdom that "the
seventh son of a seventh son" has special powers contribute to the voice(s) of the poem? What are the
cultural connotations of Avon aftershave lotion?

What motivates/guides/determines my questions and decisions about technique? Is there a voice of
poetic genius residing in the gray mass of my brain dictating clear instructions with the assurance and
wisdom of genius? Do I hear the voices of writers I have read, voices imbued with confidence from
publishing and critical reviews and scholarly interest? Do I hear the voices born out of my previous
writing,full of encouragement that I can trust the voices of my own judgment about what works and
doesn't work? What voice(s)do you hear as you read/write the poem?

Conclusion
To advise a writer, Write in your own voice, is to limit the concept of voice. The question the
writer needs to ask is, Who speaks? But the speaker can occupy one (or several) of many positions.
Instead of advising writers, Write in your own voice, more productive advice is: Play with voices.
Freely explore the consequences of different narrators. Don't be enslaved to verisimilitude or
mimesis or convention. Don't be sure that there is a way to tell a story or argue a thesis or
communicate a moral or evoke an emotion. Language is game or play. To use language is to be
caught up in discourse, in rhetoric, in the materiality of language, in a verbal performance, in a
verbally wrought illusion or realityeffect, in producing and disclosing and constructing the world.
Peter Elbow is still parked behind three stop signs, and I watch him from a fourth But there is
no frustration, no desire to criticize a driver who will not move. Peter Elbow is sitting behind the
wheels of three cars, and he is smiling in all three. He and I may not be able to define "voice(s)," but
we can celebrate the multipliaty of ideas that are generated in the discussion

~
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Rhetoric and Semiotics in Context:
Defining the Genre of Female-Targeted Advertising
A Report on Research in Progress
T h e specific study of my research is female-targeted advertising as it appears in such prominent
adult women's magazines as Vogue, Glamour, Cosmopolitnn. My examination of the ads themselves
will concentrate on themes and purposes: it will define the semiotic and rhetorical information this
advertising genre communicates, considered in the context of situation female-targeted advertising
both responds to and constructs. My second concern, the impact of this genre on its audience, will
involve an attempt to define the process by which the female audience translates the information
communicated into meaning as well as an investigation of how that meaning affects female
subjecthood.

This research is not just academic. On the mornings when I can't get out of bed because my
hatred of my body makes me loathe to throw the sheets back and expose it, in the moments when I
find myself surrounded by love and potential yet consumed by gudt and fear, when hopes recoil
and words offered in love unleash shange pain, I am reminded that this project is really not just
academic, but also intensely personal. Over the past decade I have slowly recognized that my
seltkood is endlessly entangled with the ongoing narratives 1 engage on billboards, on early
moming tramit walls, in magazines enjoyed in the bathtub. There was a time when I bought
wholeheartedly into the images in these narratives, even did some modelling. Then I managed to
achieve a critical perspective that gave me some leverage to get myself at least somewhat free of it.
This research, among other things, is another step in beginning to unravel and explore my selfhood
by unravelling and exploring the genre of fernale-targeted advertising.
To gain perspectives for approachhg this material, I plan to use new conceptions of genre and
discourse as well as concepts from feminism, semiotics, rhetoric, and communications theory.
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M.A.K Halliday's focus on context of situation has evolved into John Swales' linking of genre to the
constructions of a discourse community as well as Amy Devitt's and Richard Coe's insistence on
both product and process. Susan Sontag's discussion of photography's effect on the standard of
Beauty in our culture adds another perspective to product and process in this study.

I am presently fin*
feminist film theory useful, both in my analysis of themes in specific
ads and in my tentative, preliminary thinking of alternative themes. Particularly applicable are iilm
theorists' discussions linking gender, ideology, and subjectivity. As well, Claude Levi-Straws'
conception of "mythemes," combined with Roland Barthes' theory of myth as a metalanguage, a
second order semiological system embedded in s o d history, is providing a foundation for
examining themes in these ads. In tandem with these, Kenneth Burke's theories of identification,
motive, and form as "an arousing and fulfillment of desires," Aristotle's concepts of enthymeme and
topoi, and Lisa Ede's and Andrea Lunsford's distinction between audience invoked and audience
addressed are the basis for my deciphering of the rhetorical purposes of these acts of advertising.
The second part of my study, the effect of this genre on its female audience, will rely mainly on
communications theory, particularly Gregory Bateson's concept of ecology and Anthony Wilden's
discussions of the double bind and symmetrizing as they relate to the theory of logical types.

I have selected eight advertisements, some single, some sequences, from magazines published
in the last six months: two perfume ads, two feminine hygiene ads, two clothing ads, and two
chose these ads for what seemed to be their diversity, my
cosmetic ads. While I ori@y
prelurunary analyses are revealing similar undercurrents in their use of mythernes, metonymic
representations of the absence of a male presence, and messages defining, quite literally in many
cases, "what it is to be a Woman." Most interesting so far is that, while initially appearing to be less
exploitive and ecologically unsound than the much studied images of women in beer commercials
and magazines such as Playboy, these ads enact in more subtle, and hence, I would contend, more
seductive, ways our culture's familiar myths of Woman To achieve this subtlety, the ads seem to
function on two or more semantic levels: at first glance, they appear to be empowering women, but
at a more seminal level they sublate entirely the contradiction between "feminine" and "feminist,"
and what seems to be pro-woman is actually a familiar mythical icon such as the Virgin or the
Mother, coloured to achieve identification with this decade's more media-literate female audience.
As well, I'm engaging some crucial questions at this point, such as whether or not consumers will
tend to buy a familiar brand name even if the subliminal associations of the ad are exbemely
negative, as in a Hanes control-top hosiery advertisement from Glamour, October 1992, m which the
model crouches fetally in a comer, a terrified gaze directed at an anonymous threat outside the
photograph's frame.
I thinkthat thisproject will interest Inkshedders because it studies the reading and writing of a
genre that has been and continues to be formative for me and other women. I look forward to
responses, especially from women, that may help me carry,forward this research.
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English Department
Simon Fraser University

Ideology and Genre
A report on Research in Progress

As part of my doctoral work, I am investigating the ideological nature of concepts which have
served to affect two competing theories of writing, a "cognitive" and a "social" view. According
to the social view, the act of composing is affected not only by the writer's cognition of "reality,"
but also by the external social processes that surround the writer. The key concept that deals
with exploring the origins of these processes is a highly contested and controversial term called
"discourse community." According to James Porter, "a discourse community is a group of
individuals bound by a common interest who communicate through approved channels and
whose discourse is regulated (38).
Marilyn Cooper notes the foundational overtones of the concept, arguing that "a discourse
community seems to exist prior to discourses; it serves as the 'ground' of all 'rational'
discourse" (216). Thus, there is an ontological aspect to the term discourse community; here
langauge is perceived as being instrumental in affecting rationalities which are thought to have
an a priori existence. Moreover, the concept appears to promote the idea that a person has no
prior cognitive abilities, that individuals acquire these traits through becoming members of
discourse communities.
Some composition scholars have recently been claiming that a discourse community's
- the mechanisms by which discourse is regulated - are affected
through its discursive genres; students need to learn these genres in order to participate in
academic discourse. This is why Carolyn Miller argues that "a rhetorically sound definition of
genre must be centred not on the substance or form of discourse but on the action it is used to
accomplish" (151). By d e f i i g genres as modes of "social action," Miller offers an
epistemological account of discourse. That is, she argues that genres shape particular kinds of
knowledge, thus producing particular types of responses. Charles Bazeman, following Miller,
rules and expectations
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argues that "a genre consists of something beyond simple similarity of formal characteristics
among a number of texts." For Bazerman, "a genre is a social construct that regularizes
communication, interaction, and relations" (62). In this sense a genre is not a fixed entity; genres
are dynamic in that they serve to affect a discourse cornmunitfs discursive expectations.
Genres legitimize modes of social action because they function to conventionalize
methods of academic inquiry, they are therefore instrumental in constituting ideological beliefs
among the members of discourse communities who generate them. In his well-hown and
acclaimed essay on rhetoric and ideology in the writing class, James Berlin explores how
ideology permeates competing theories of composition. In conducting his inquiry, Berlin
emphasizes the rhetorical nature of ideology, situating "rhetoric within ideology, rather than
ideology within rhetoric" (447). By drawing on Goran Therbom's adaptation of Louis
Althusser's definition of ideology, Berlin asserts that rhetoric is always ideological; he argues
that "ideology provides the language to define the subject (the self), other subjects, the material
world, and the relation of all these to each other. Ideology is thus inscribed in language
practices, entering all features of our experiences" (479). Berlin's thinking has had some
influence in affecting an understanding of how ideology permeates composition studies. His
critique of Linda Flower and John Hayes' cognitive model, which accentuates the factor of
"planning," is especially insightful. Here planning involves three sub-proceses: generating
ideas, goal setting, and organizing. Following the planning stage, the writer allegedly
"translates" ideas into visible language; the writer then "revises" the translated text. But
according to Berlin, the rhetoric of cognitive psychology "refuses the ideological question."
Nowhere, he says, "do Flower and Hayes question the worth of the goals pursued by the
manager, scientist, or writer. The business of cognitive psychology is to enable us to think in a
way that wiU realize goals, not dehberate on their value" (482).
Cognitive theorists have responded to these kinds of charges by claiming that our
cognitive processes work regardless of communal constraints. Here the role of the writing
instructor is to "bypass politics by fostering cognitive abilities that are possessed by all humans
but are not equally developed in everyone" (Herzberg, 9). However, as Bruce Herzberg asserts,
this view of composition "is an argument based on universals, for it seems to find underlying
mental structures that serve as a basis for writing instruction which is beyond dispute and
above politics." Herzberg thus problematizes the cognitivist's claim to political impartiality,
arguing that the cognitive model "fails to deal with the complex manoeuvrings of language in
actual use" (11).
What is thus needed is a theory of ideology which simultaneously accounts for both social
and cognitive factors affecting composition. Jon Elster's theory of ideological beliefs, which
promotes a micro-approach toward understanding the Marxist theory of ideology, is useful
here. Rather than undertaking the traditional class interest approach to ideology, Elster
concentrates on "the psychological mechanisms by which beliefs are formed and entrenched"
(124). He argues that "interest and position correspond to the more general distinction between
distortion and illusion as a form of bias" (123). Adaptive preference, wishful thinking, and
inferential error are some of the key cognitive mechanisms which, according to Elster, serve to
affect illusionary perceptions of reality. In this way "there are modes of ideological thought that
are due to cognitive sources, from illusions that stem from the position of the observer in the
social structure" (130).
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Elster's cognitive theory of ideology is useful for transcending the present impasse
between cognitive and social theories of writing. This is because, for Elster, "an ideology is a set
of beliefs or values that can be explained through the (non-cognitive) interest or position of
some social group" (129). In other words, even though a group's beliefs and values can be
discerned through its interests, they are also shaped through cognitive processes. Elster's
definition of ideology thus serves to complement contemporary theories of genre and discourse
community because it focuses on the "non-cognitive" causes of discourse; that is, on the
"actions" language produces.
What 1thus plan to illustrate is how the social view arose in response to the cognitive view
and, in doing so, to deliberate on the present limitations of prevailing concepts operating within
contemporary theories of composition. This will involve surveying the on-going debate over
current theories of discourse community, genre and ideology. What the debaters have yet to
consider, however, is a theory of ideology which accounts for both the social and the cognitive
factors that influence writing. Using Elster's cognitive theory of ideology, I will show that the
social view of writing did not supersede the cognitive view. Rather, the social view served only
to politicize Composition Studies: it exposed how writing, which is partly a cognitive process, is
situated within specific social contexts. A study of this nature and scope will, I believe,
contribute toward affecting a much needed synthesis of the two aforementioned theories of
composition.
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A Policy on Assessment of Writing
(in the interests of developing competence in writing)
(Editors' note: these comments are part of the ongoing discussion of evaluation in McGill's
Centre for the Study and Teaching of Writing)

Preliminary remarks: we need to examine our own experiences as writers and readers; much of
what I have to say derives from considering when and how we function best as writers and what
helps and what inhibits us when we write.

1. Assessment, if it is to be worth anything, must be designed to help writers take
resuowibilitv for their own writing:
~ make
,
final decisions as to whether
" to assume full o ~ n e r s h ito
their writing meets the goals they have set for it. By acting as though we are commissioned to set the
Good House-keeping Seal of Approval, we are merely perpetuating our stud&ts' dependence onus
as final arbiters of what works &d what doesn't.
A .

-

2 Assessment should imply that the teacher assesses as a reader, not as someone who holds
the perfect version of what the writer is trying to say. Too often our comments as teachers and the
improved versions we suggest imply that "teacher knows best" what the writer intends to say. Our
experiments with taped reader response (at McGill) show that a shift in the role of the teacher from
assessor to reader can be huly liberating for the teacher.

3. When a reader's response focuses primarily on surface errors or form, the dear message is
that surface correctness matters at alI costs. "It's not what you say that matters; it's how you say it."
Surface correctness does matter and will affect how readers interpret our texts; however, we are
most useful as teacher-readers when our comments are primarily about how we are understanding
the text.

4. Some of the most useful revision occurs as writers struggle to match what they are writing
with theu emerging goals and intentions. Too often, as teachers, we give our energy to working on
texts to which the writer has little or no commitment. It seems reasonable then that we work from
the very beginning to motivate a high degree of commitment to a task My point is that some degree
of commitment to a task, real intentiow, and real goals, provide the kind of writing that more truly
reflects the writer's true competence in writing. They provide the kind of writing where our own
concerns with meaning match the writer's concerns. We can accomplish very little if we are
working with texts that are flawed primarily because they were written to satisfy school goals and
did not begin in a commitment to saying something that matters to the writer and to intended
readers.
5. Often writers will take on far too demanding goals and most likely fall short of them. How
do we assess such writers? Do we penalize them for not playing safe? A more holistic approach to
grading, one that does not focus excIusively on the final product, provides the beginning of an
answer.
6. Not a l l pieces of writing move towards completion at the same rate. Deadlines are often
useful and create the kind of pressure that can remove blocks to writing; but they should not be set
arbitrarily.
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If we create a writing workshop environment where several pieces are in various stages of
completion, and where writers are free to begin anew or continue with an unfinished piece of
writing, where they are encouraged to keep Writer's Notebooks, then our role as teachers is
considerably changed: teacher as consultant and encouraging friend or friendly critic, teacher as
record keeper, teacher as helper with ideas for writing. The only injunction here is that students
must submit a set number of finished pieces (their four or five best in their judgment?) within a set
period for final evaluation
7. We need to remind outselves often of what James Britton has said about evaluation:
"Evaluation inserts a wedge between intention and achievement."

8. Writing, like all uses of language is very much influenced by the contexts within which it is
produced. Are we as teachers the kind of people
one would like to write for? One writes differently
for people who test and grade from how one writes for people who are interested in and curio;
about what one has to say.
9. A brief comment on error: There is enough research on error that suggests that focussing on
error creates, what James Moffett calls, an error-avoidance syndrome. There is also clear evidence
that writers who are struggling with new notions and new genres, and who have given themselves
challenging tasks to resolve in writing, are likely to show signs of regression in their control of
written language and in their mastery of conventions. We can either nurture such experimentation
or we can discourage it.
10. What then do we value (a slightly different slant on assessment than 'evaluate') in our
students' writing?
A clear sense of intentions and goals, a sense of direction and purpose. Where am I going?
Who cares? So what?
A coherent working out of these goals and intentions. Am I getting there?

Some 'evidence of commitment to the task: Preliminary work that considers several
possibilities, some evidence of redrafting, some attempt at obtaining and taking account of
peer response.
Some awareness in the writer of his or her own processes as a writer and of how the
writing is proceeding. Writers' logs or journals often provide such evidence; so do some of
the revisions that writers make.
Where there are errors, we consider them in terms of what the writer is trying to do. More
often than not, errors are a manifestation of difficulties in controlling ideas, of a weak grasp
of one's subject matter, of a loss of direction Our studies at McGill show that most writers
are prone to surface errors; however, the less successfulwriters tend to make more what Fran
Phelan (who conducted one such study) categorized as "meaning errors": weaknesses in
logic, failures in coherence, failures to take account of the needs and knowledge of readers.
Whatever we do, we must give some attention to the contexts within which writing is done
and assessed. How do we receive writing and respond to it? What messages do we communicate in
our responses? How is writing regarded in the settings in which we teach? How do we
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communicate that writing matters and that we ourselves often struggle to get our thoughts on
paper? Do we write ourselves and do we share our writing in the same way we expect our students
to? I am reminded here of Donald Graves' analogy:
But for me the metaphor is, when you write you undress, and if you want to be able to
write well you have to be willing to be a professional nudist. Now there's nothing more
upsetting than to have someone walking around fully clothed in a nudist camp, and that
often is the teacher, saying, "Hmmm, well, that's a funny navel," "Hmmm, didn't the Lord
give you a better body than h t one?" I think that's immoral.
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Native and Northern Exposure
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Flexibility. That's what teaching in the north is all about. When I flew into La Grande (of James Bay)
last October, I wasn't surprised when the bus driver told me we'd be waiting for another plane to
arrive before heading to Chisasibi. The three hour wait let me stretch and phone home.
I'd never been so far north before, or so far away from my kids. Murphy's Law had kicked in
and my husband was away onbusiness, too. For the first time, we'd left the kids witha babysitter for
the weekend.
Teaching for McGill's Native and Northern Education Program hadn't taken me north before,
but I'd been east to work with some Mianac students in Restigouche. So I h e w about the flexibility
part. Arriving at the hotel in Chisasibi and finding I wasn't registered came as no shock. Seems
everyone was across the road at the arena celebrating three weddings.
And that's one of the lessons my native students have given me - the importance of
community and celebration. As 1 spend more and more time teaching writing to Bachelor of
Education students within native communities, I learn more and more about their culture and my
own values.
My James Bay Cree students and I were scheduled to spend 20 hours together that weekend
discovering "the process of writing." There were four of them working towards their B.Ed. and
taking their courses in a variety of ways: in their community from instructors sent from McGill; on
campus in the summer; and by a combination of onsite instruction and correspondence. (Such was
my course.)

id

Friday evening while generating ideas for their first assignment, they asked if they could have
Saturday afternoon off and work Saturday night instead. Being preempted by bingo gave me a
chance to catch up on some reading. And their bingo being preempted by a funeral didn't faze them
either.
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The outline for the writing course taught in the north is never frozen; it needs to be flexible
enough to accommodate feasts, hunting, fishing funerals, bingo.... And the writing assignments
must have a real purpose for these students who come from an oral tradition and who, in general,
think non-natives write too much We should listen to them.
The first assignment is a Writing Background Paper; the students tell the instructor who they
are and how they go about the process of writing a paper. The second is an Instructional Paper; the
students interview an elder within their community who is a master of a Native skill. They write
about how that skill was taught in the past and howit may be taught now in the present educational
system. The third assimment is a Special Issue in Education Paper; the students conduct research in
area of Native education that is i f particular interest to them:~he fourth assignment is a Teaching
Paper; the students choose one or two of the writing strategies they have learned in the course and
describe how such strategies may be adapted for their own classroom.
The writing course remains flexible enough for the students to discuss other writing projects
with the instructor as well, provided they meet set requirements. One part of the course not open for
discussion is journal writing; while the students write about whatever they wish, in whatever genre
they wish, the journal must be kept. Many students write their first poems or explore short stories in
their journals. It's no surprise that by writing every day the students become more confident writers.

This was October after all,so the snowstorm from the North Pole that hit Saturday morning
caught most people by surprise. It knocked out the electricity (in James Bay?) and turned the roads
into ribbons of ice. The generator in the school where we were working gave us light and heat, and
one of my students whose house was Coleman+quipped fed me Canada goose for supper. (Yes, it's
h e , it does taste like sirloin.)
With the wind still abusine the snowflakes on Sundav.
,. we cozied UD in the school libram and
continued our work on assignmint #I.On Friday and Saturday we'd g o k through the procis of
generating ideas, freewriting, and organizing; now the students were preparing a draft to share for
peer editing.
The lights went on (no, not the electric ones) in their heads about "writing as process." And it
was a wonderful sight. It was wonderful to be part of their process; to encourage them to become
better writers; to teach them how to teach their students to become better writers; to discuss how
they can bring change to their communities through writing.
Some of them, especially my students who teach Cree Culture, are not used to writing for
hours - let alone days - and when one of them wanted to rest and read, I suggested In Search of
April Raintree. I'd borrowed it the night before and cried my eyes out. By the end of chapter one she
was in tears, too. Who could read April's story of growing up native in Canada and not weep?
There were four copies of April Raintree in the library where we were working; by Monday
morning we had all wept. Was their reading not as important as any writing skills I could give
them?
Because reading is fundamental to writing and because these students come from an oral
culture -most of my students grew up in houses where books weren't lying around waiting to be
read -they must be encouraged to read and write. And to see the value of becoming better readers
and writers. Their writing must have real meaning for them.
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Native students - these women and men who will be our future Native teachers - know
that the non-Native culture,as intrusive as it is, is not going to disappear. They have, to a certain
extent, accepted this other culture. It is our job as their teachers to help them incorporate what is
wful for them. And part of that is teaching them how to become better writers.
Their writing, in general, is no worse that many other second language students. Most Native
students speak their own language at home and English at school - often entering kindergarten
speaking no English. The diEference lies in the fact that they come from an oral culture where written
language has little value. One of my main concerns in teaching this course is to find ways exercises and assignments -that have meaning for them.
One of my Cree students turned out tobe one of the few people I have ever met who is a born
teacher. While I was in Chisasibi he tried to teach me -I proved particularly inept -how to read
and write Cree phonetics, how to clean a bear skin, how to tell the difference between moose and
caribou hide ....When he and his cohort come to Montreal for another weekend writing session will I
serve him as well?
Is Montreal as strange to them as their land was to me? Does their band council send them
south with a Montreal Survival kit, analogous to McGill's Native and Northern Chisasibi Survival
kit? Hot plate, frying pan, can opener? (Note: next time include flashlight, candles, matches,
longjohns....)Who would w i v e longer where? So why don't we have more respect?

'.
-
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Will they feel safe in their hotel7 What about the food? My student says bears trapped in the
bush taste better than the bears caught along the polluted shores of James Bay. What respect?
Sunday evening, concerned about flying out the next day, I phoned Canadian, at an 800
number. 'Will your planes be flying tomorrow?" I asked in my most polite telephone won't-youplease-help-me voice.

A curt reply, "Why wouldn't they?"

I looked outside at the snowstorm from hell. "Where are you?" I asked,
"Montreal." I sensed a we-are-not-amused tone in his voice.
"No storm?"
"No." I remained polite and was assured that Canadian flew in anything but fog. So I packed.
Chisasibi Survival kit (still useless with no JamesBay juice in the wires; besides the Bay store doesn't
open during blackouts; I had run out of tins to heat up; and the only restaurant -the one that closes
on the weekend? -well it was still Sunday...). Papers and books went into the bag with the sunrival
kit, clothes into my suitcase, the one from my mother.
Monday morning broke dear and sunny; the roads scintillated, and glare took on a new
meaning.

Seems the storm caught my bus driver by surprise - her winter tires were still in
Chibougamau It was Oaober after all. Chisasibi, where I taught, was about an hour from La
Grande, where the planes flew in. We slithered along the ribbons on summer tires and arrived at the
airport in time to see my plane leave.
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But onsuch a perfect winter day in October I knew there was hope. Another plane was leaving
in 3 hours. I had time to stretch and phone home -to plead with my babysitter.

I never did find out how my luggage -no, not the Chisasibi Survival Kit -deplaned sans moi
in Chibougabau.
And about that flexibility.... At this point I could touchmy toes.

A colleague, Sharron Wall, and I have written a Study Guide geared toward guiding the
Native student through the course. We have tried to address their needs as Natives and assistant
teachers by assigning papers that will have meaning to them within their community. If there are
other teachers out there doing the same kind of teaching who have experiences and expertise to
share, I'd love to hear from you
Donna Lee Smith
McGill University

Computer "Scribblings"
W e all seem to be doing nine things at once. I realized this when I added up allthe windows I had
open on my computer sueen. This prompted me to respond to the Inkshed issue I had open (along
with how much other s M ? ) on my desk, specifically to Rick's and Anthony's ideas about
inkshedding (Inkshed 11.3). So I opened up another window - and write these words. These
thoughts are not very polished, but in true inkshedding fashion, are reactions to their ideas and to
whatever ideas are percolating through my head - as well as whatever words and graphics are
visible in other windows onmy computer screen and intruding into my thoughts.
This is my definition of inkshedding: it's the opportunity to open up another window and jot
down some ideas. I'm doing my doctoral work (yep, it's still not done) on hypertext and
hypermedia. All about the ways in which computers allow us instantly to move from one "text"
(used in the broadest sense) to another by a mere key stroke. For me, the crux of hypertext is that the
links between and among texts do not have to be "rhetorically" determined. They can be any damn
connection you want to make, or follow. There is no single "path through a work. To many this is
the liberating idea of hypertext; to others, it is the vision of ultimate chaos.

But I was reminded of this notion of freedom when I read Rick's dain."one of thewonderful
qualities of inkshedding is that it breaks that linearity [that occurs in verbal discussions], destroys
the need for transitions, thus creates space for aIl sorts of responses" (Inkshed 11.3; 3). So inkshedding
is like hypertext (without the computer).

Mary-Louise Craven
York University
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Call for Proposals:
The lnkshed Publication Initiative
T h e editorial team of the Inkshed Publication Initiative would like to extend an invitation for the
submission of proposals for publication in the upcoming year. The primary reasons for this
publication initiative are related to Canadian academics' and teachers' needs for an ongoing vehicle
to create and maintain the dialogue on current scholarship, research, and theory in the domains of
language study; composition studies; rhetorical studies; the study of texts and how they are
composed, read, and used; response to literature study; pedagogy in English studies; language arts
and English education; media and communication studies; and related fields.
The initiative is comprised of two types of books: edited volumes and singly- or multiplyauthored monographs. Alternative formats will be considered on a per-case basis and all proposals
of academic worth will be considered, though we are restricted to formats not exceeding 200 pages
(typescript, which is approximately 2% pages manuscript). To submit a proposal, or for a full
description of the format expected for proposals of all types,.as well as a description of editorial
policy and rationale, please refer to Inkshed 10.5 (June 1992).or contact:
Inkshed Publication Initiative
c / o Stan Straw
229 Education Bldg.
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3T 2N2

PLEASE NOTE: The deadline for the next consideration is SEPTEMBER 15,1993, with decision to
publish by November 1,1993.
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